
Materials

Technical Information

With LEVANTE, Piero Lissoni skilfully reinterpretes a 
complete outdoor collection encompassing different 
types of elements, all make for a complete set with 
graceful lines and timeless allure, where teak, the 
greatest wood for outdoor furniture, and stainless steel 
unite in stylish functionality.
Though reminiscent of a certain classic type of outdoor 
furniture, the LEVANTE collection is also highly 
contemporary. The styling is not only reassuring for 
those seeking a classic look, but also meets the 
requirements of those looking for furniture designed for 
the typical settings and environments of today’s world. 
The entire LEVANTE collection is the ideal solution for 
anyone looking for comfort, whether entertaining in 
company or relaxing in private and has all the qualities 
to permit living in harmony with the surrounding 
landscape. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

DESCRIPTION
Sofa for outdoor use.

STRUCTURE 
Teak wood 

WEIGHT 
Structure 24 kg

STORAGE COVER 
Available.

DIMENSION

L 185 × P 103 × H 72 cm 

W 72" 3/4 × D 40" 3/6 × H 28" 1/2 
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Technical Information

With LEVANTE, Piero Lissoni skilfully reinterpretes a 
complete outdoor collection encompassing different 
types of elements, all make for a complete set with 
graceful lines and timeless allure, where teak, the 
greatest wood for outdoor furniture, and stainless steel 
unite in stylish functionality.
Though reminiscent of a certain classic type of outdoor 
furniture, the LEVANTE collection is also highly 
contemporary. The styling is not only reassuring for 
those seeking a classic look, but also meets the 
requirements of those looking for furniture designed for 
the typical settings and environments of today’s world. 
The entire LEVANTE collection is the ideal solution for 
anyone looking for comfort, whether entertaining in 
company or relaxing in private and has all the qualities 
to permit living in harmony with the surrounding 
landscape. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

DESCRIPTION
Sofa for outdoor use.

STRUCTURE 
Teak wood 

WEIGHT 
Structure 33 kg

STORAGE COVER 
Available.

DIMENSION

L 277 × P 68 × H 31 cm 

W 109" 1/8 × D 40" 3/6 × H 28" 1/2 

Levante 103 Sofa Design Piero Lissoni

STRUCTURE

Teak
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